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ABSTRACT

Though carrying considerable economic and societal costs, restricting individuals’ traveling freedom appears as a logical way to curb the
spreading of an epidemic. However, whether, under what conditions, and to what extent travel restrictions actually exert a mitigating effect on
epidemic spreading are poorly understood issues. Recent studies have actually suggested the opposite, i.e., that allowing some movements can
hinder the propagation of a disease. Here, we explore this topic by modeling the spreading of a generic contagious disease where susceptible,
infected, or recovered point-wise individuals are uncorrelated random-walkers evolving within a space comprising two equally sized separated
compartments. We evaluate the spreading process under different separation conditions between the two spatial compartments and a forced
relocation schedule. Our results confirm that, under certain conditions, allowing individuals to move from regions of high to low infection
rates may turn out to have a positive effect on aggregate; such positive effect is nevertheless reduced if a directional flow is allowed. This
highlights the importance of considering travel restriction policies alternative to classical ones.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0028091

At the beginning of any major pandemic, i.e., when cases are still
restricted to one or few countries, governments worldwide try
to prevent the disease from entering their territories by limiting
international travels. The same strategy is also applied at a more
local scale, e.g., by restricting travels between regions, also after
the disease has reached all of them. It is nevertheless easy to see
that an individual living in a region with a high infection rate
would benefit from moving to a lower rate one; the question then
becomes whether and under which conditions are those restric-
tions really beneficial. Using a simple random-walker model, we
here show that travel restrictions are beneficial for regions with
low infection rates, as indeed new imported cases are limited; nev-
ertheless, this goes against the interest of the system as a whole, as
free movements can reduce the total number of cases.

But after all that was or could be done in these Cases, the shutting up of
Houses, so as to confine those that were well with those that were sick,
had very great inconveniences in it, and some that were very tragical,
and which merited to have been consider’d if there had been room for
it; but it was authoriz’d by a law, in had the publick Good in view, and
the end chiefly aim’d at, and all the private injuries that were done by

putting it in execution must be put to the account of the publick benefit.
It is doubtful to this day, whether in the whole it contributed any thing
to the stop of the infection, and indeed, I cannot say it did.
Daniel Defoe, History of the Plague in England, 1722.1

I. INTRODUCTION

In the event of the emergence of a new influenza virus strand, or
more generally of a new contagious condition, governments world-
wide try to reduce its impact through the adoption of different
containment strategies. Among the few available nonpharmaceuti-
cal measures, one of the most common is the application of travel
restrictions, e.g., closing international (or even local) borders. The
rationale for this measure is easy to see: if no cases are reported in
a given territory, isolating it from the outside, i.e., allowing no one
from entering it, must necessarily block importing the disease. The
ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemics,2 caused
by the new severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2), is no exception: countries closed borders with the exception
of essential travels, most international flights were canceled, and
some countries (e.g., Italy, Spain, and US) even imposed restrictions
to inter-regional travels.3–10
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Travel restriction policies are nevertheless at odds with some
theoretical and numerical evidence suggesting that such policies
may not always reduce spreading. Specifically, their effectiveness
requires two important pre-requisites: (i) no cases should be present
in the isolated territory, something not easy to guarantee espe-
cially when dealing with asymptomatic cases and (ii) travel bans
should be total to avoid cross-territory propagation.11 In more real
scenarios, travel restrictions have been shown to have a limited
value, contributing at best to delay the introduction of the disease
in a region.12–15 Nevertheless, if those restrictions are not comple-
mented with local containment policies, they may even increase
severity.13 Numerical simulations have shown that such policies
could have a major impact only in the case of small islands;16 in
the case of COVID-19, simpler strategies such as hand washing,
self-isolation, and household quarantine may be more effective than
travel restrictions.3 Additionally, a posteriori data analysis indicated
that travel restrictions had a limited impact when compared with,
e.g., complete lockdowns.9,10 Consequently, the World Health Orga-
nization recommended not to apply travel or trade restrictions to
countries that are experiencing COVID-19 outbreaks.5

One common assumption behind all previously discussed
modeling efforts is that travel restrictions are imposed at the begin-
ning of the spreading process when the distribution of cases is highly
asymmetric. In the prototypical case, one assumes that a new dis-
ease has emerged in a given country; the effort is then to avoid its
propagation to all other countries, which are still disease-free. Nev-
ertheless, the recent case of COVID-19 has shown that governments
tend to keep these policies in place for a long time in order to isolate
themselves from territories with a higher incidence rate.

Recently, a series of publications17–20 has explored an intriguing
alternative: lifting late travel restrictions could actually help reducing
the global incidence of the pandemic. The rationale behind this idea
can be easily described through a thought experiment. Suppose there
are two regions A and B, respectively, a large and highly populated
city and a rural area. Ceteris paribus (i.e., the same virus strand and,
therefore, same infectivity per contact), a higher incidence rate is
to be expected in A, as a higher people density and a smaller inter-
person distance will facilitate the propagation. A healthy person in
A would thus have a higher probability of contracting the disease
and would benefit from moving to B. Similarly, a diseased person
will likely infect more people in A as compared to in B; hence, while
from B’s perspective, that person ought to remain in A, from a global
point of view, it is advantageous to relocate him/her to B.

While the original work focused on recurrent mobility,17–20 i.e.,
when people periodically commute between places of work and res-
idence, we here explore whether the same effect is observed for
unidirectional travels. Specifically, we suppose that people try to
leave the city (and its high number of cases) to go to a second resi-
dence in a rural area, with the idea of staying there until the situation
gets under control. This is motivated by the real behavior observed
in Spain during the COVID-19 pandemics and specifically by a
movement from Madrid to small coastal towns.21,22 Additionally,
the authors of Refs. 17–20 resorted to a multiplex metapopula-
tion model, which presents the advantage of being able to simulate
heterogeneous populations—e.g., people of different socioeconomic
classes. On the other hand, we here opt for a simpler but easier to
understand model, based on a spatial SIR (Susceptible, Infectious,

Recovered) dynamics23,24 with mechanistic people movements,25 in
which each person moves through an uncorrelated random walk.

Consistent with previous results, we show that allowing free
movement of people from high- to low-density regions is beneficial
for the system as a whole although at the cost of a higher incidence
rate in the low-density area. This latter cost can nevertheless be mit-
igated by performing tests at the border, by allowing only healthy
people to relocate, and by limiting the mobility of relocated people.
Additionally, the global benefit is reduced if people are allowed to
return to their main residence; the key to containing pandemics thus
resides in unidirectional flows. We finally discuss the implication
and limitations of these results for health policies.

II. INITIAL PROPAGATION MODEL

The propagation of a generic contagious disease is described
through a simple spatial model with mechanistic people movements.
As depicted in the left of Fig. 1, we consider two contiguous boxes
of size 1 × 1. A set of point-like agents, representing people, move
inside them according to an uncorrelated random walk in which
the change in both coordinates is given by a normal distribution
N (0.0, 0.04). When one of these people reaches the boundary of the
box, it is reflected back. When compared to mass-action models,

FIG. 1. Initial propagation model. The top part depicts a spatial representation of
the system, composed of two 1 × 1 boxes separated by an impermeable border
(vertical dashed line). Also represented are the amplitude of the random walk of
a person (blue), the bounce when encountering the external boundaries (green),
and the radius of the infection (red); note that, for the sake of clarity, these mag-
nitudes are not represented at scale. The bottom part depicts the compartments
and transition probabilities of the SIR model.
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FIG. 2. Results of the initial propagation model. (a) Evolution of the percentage of infected population as a function of r and the number of people in the system. (b) Evolution
of the percentage of infected population as a function of r and the infection probability pS→I . Black stars indicate the parameter values used in this work, and solid black lines
indicate the contour lines passing through those parameter values. (c) Evolution of the percentage of infected people (black line) and of the percentage of infected people in
the right zone (green line) as a function of the percentage of people in the left zone. lz, left zone; rz, right zone. Black lines and gray bands, respectively, indicate the mean
and 10–90 percentile over 104 simulations. (d) Evolution of the percentage of infected population as a function of the number of iterations of the simulation.

the model here used has the advantage of not assuming homoge-
neous mixing of susceptible and infectious people and of explicitly
including spatial proximity as a key element of the dynamics25—an
element needed to account for different people densities. Addition-
ally, we initially consider the two boxes as independent, i.e., the
border between both boxes (the vertical dashed line in Fig. 1) is
impermeable and agents cannot move between them.

The dynamics of each individual is then described by a classi-
cal SIR model23,24,26 such that people are divided into three groups:
S, susceptible, when they are healthy but can contract the disease; I,
infected, when they are carrying the disease; and R, recovered, when
they have passed the disease, are no longer contagious, and have
developed an immunity. At the beginning of each simulation, 5%
of the people are randomly chosen and set in the infected category.
Afterward, people are allowed to freely move; when two people are
within a range r, if one is in group I and the other in group S, the lat-
ter gets infected with probability pS→I. Additionally, infected people
recover with probability pI→R. In what follows, these parameters are
set to r = 0.005, pS→I = 0.5, and pI→R = 0.03.

This model is able to recover some basic results of epidemic
dynamics, independently of the values assigned to its parameters.
For instance, panel (a) of Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the percent-
age of infected individuals as a function of the population size and
of r—a random 5% of individuals are initially infected. A non-linear
behavior can be appreciated in which higher population densities
foster disease propagation in a supralinear way. This same behav-
ior is obtained independently of r, and the same number of infected
people can be recovered, provided the other parameters, as, e.g., the
total number of people [panel (a)] and pS→I [panel (b)], are changed
accordingly. The effect of the previously described non-linearity can
be appreciated in panel (c) of Fig. 2, which reports the percentage
of infected people (black line) and the percentage of infected peo-
ple in the right zone (green line) as a function of the percentage of
people in the left zone. While a uniform distribution between the
two zones would result in a low contagion rate (of ≈12% of the
total population), any asymmetry fosters propagation until the point
at which half of the population gets infected if all individuals are
concentrated in a single region. Finally, panel (d) of Fig. 2 reports

the evolution of the percentage of infected people as a function of
the number of iterations in the simulation (for 103 people evenly
distributed between the two zones); in order to ensure a steady-state
solution, 103 iterations are here used.

III. RELAXING TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS

We next relax travel restrictions by loosening the isolation
between the left and right zone, such that an individual reaching the
middle barrier can cross it (instead of bouncing back) with a prob-
ability pgate. To simplify the analysis, we consider that the left zone
is the more densely populated region, and hence the one with the
higher density of cases; people will thus only try to move from the
left to the right zone. Also, the time scale of the SIR model is faster
than the mobility one, such that a steady number of infected people
is reached before all people can change zone.

Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 report the evolution of the percent-
age of infected people, both total and in the right zone, as a function
of pgate (x axis) and of the asymmetry in the population distribution
(70%, top panel, and 90%, bottom panel). It can be appreciated that
allowing a reduced number of people to move from the left to the
right zone implies a major overall benefit, especially for high asym-
metries in the population distribution. Specifically, when 90% of the
population is in the left box, allowing free movements to the right
one (i.e., pgate = 1.0) reduces the fraction of infected people from a
≈ 35% to a ≈ 23%. This comes at a cost, and specifically an increase
in the infection probability for people that were initially in the right
zone. In the worst case, i.e., an asymmetry of 90% and pgate = 1.0,
the percentage of people initially residing in the right zone and
becoming infected almost doubles.

This behavior is further represented in panels (c) and (d) of
Fig. 3, respectively, reporting the evolution of the total number of
infected people and the number of infected people in the right zone
as a function of both parameters. The plotted metric, 1I, is defined
as the base-2 logarithm of the relationship between the number
of cases corresponding to the chosen parameters and the number
of cases when pgate = 0.0. A value of +1 (respectively, −1) thus
indicates doubling (halving) of the number of cases.
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FIG. 3. Relaxing travel restrictions. (a) and (b) Evolution of the percentage of infected population (black solid lines), and of infected population in the right zone (green solid
lines), as a function of the permeability of the central gate (pgate) and of the percentage of people initially in the left zone—70% for panel (a), and 90% for panel (b). lz, left

zone; rz, right zone. Solid lines and bands respectively indicate the mean and 10–90 percentile over 104 simulations. The horizontal red dashed lines indicate the result for
pgate = 0. (c) and (d) Phase diagrams of the evolution of the total number of infected people (top), and of the number of infected people in the right zone (bottom), as a
function of pgate and of the percentage of people in the left zone. Green and red shades indicate respectively a reduction and an increase in the number of infected people.

Due to the supralinear increase in the number of infected indi-
viduals as a function of the population density [see panels (a) and (c)
of Fig. 2], any movement from the left to the right zone reduces the
propagation in the former more than it increases it in the latter. A
global reduction in the number of infected people is thus observed
corresponding to the sum of a large negative contribution from the
left zone and a small positive contribution from the right one. On
the other hand, this positive effect is partly lost if we allow people
to come back to the original region or more generally if we also
allow right-to-left movements—see the phase diagram of Fig. 4. The
unidirectionality of the mobility, and not generalized travel restric-
tions, is thus the essential ingredient to limit the spreading process.
Additionally, as this beneficial effect is the result of the non-linearity
of the relationship between people density and the final number of
infected people, it is independent on the value of other parameters,
such as, e.g., r or pS→I.

We further consider the possibility of executing tests to peo-
ple trying to cross the border separating the two regions. Following
what is common practice at some international airports, people who
test negative to the disease are allowed to pass to the right region;
on the other hand, those with a positive result are sent back—in this
case, bounce back to the left region. We further suppose that the test
has a false negative rate of ptest but zero false positive rate. This lat-
ter hypothesis is suggested by two considerations. First, considering
a non-zero probability of false positives is equivalent to a decrease
in the value of pgate; i.e., some people’s movements are blocked by

FIG. 4. Bidirectional travels. The phase diagram of the evolution of the total num-
ber of infected people as a function of pgate for both left to right (x axis) and right to
left (y axis) movements. 90% of the population is initially located in the right zone.
Green and red shades indicate, respectively, a reduction and an increase in the
number of infected people.
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FIG. 5. Applying tests to travelers. (a) and (b) Evolution of the percentage of the infected population (black solid lines) and of the infected population in the right zone (green
solid lines) as a function of the rate of false negative of the test (ptest ) and of the percentage of people initially in the left zone—70% for panel (a) and 90% for panel (b). lz,
left zone; rz, right zone. Black lines and gray bands, respectively, indicate the mean and 10–90 percentile over 104 simulations. The horizontal red dashed lines indicate the
result for ptest = 1, equivalent to when no test is actually performed; blue dotted lines indicate the results for pgate = 0, i.e., when the two regions are completely isolated. (c)
and (d) Phase diagrams of the evolution of the total number of infected people (top) and of the number of infected people in the right zone (bottom) as a function of ptest and
of the percentage of people in the left zone. Green and red shades indicate, respectively, a reduction and an increase in the number of infected people.

FIG. 6. Imposing self-isolation to travelers. Left and right panels depict the evolution of, respectively, the percentage of the infected population and of the infected population
in the right zone as a function of pgate and the radius of self-isolation r . rz, right zone.
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chance. Second, modern polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and dig-
ital PCR (dPCR) tests, as the one currently used for COVID-19,
have a negligible false positive rate but a significant rate of false
negatives.27,28

As can be appreciated in Fig. 5, a small false negative rate
(i.e., ptest ≈ 0) does not significantly change the global infection
rate, and values are similar to those obtained when no test is exe-
cuted—see the red dashed horizontal lines in panels (a) and (b),
which also correspond to the case in which ptest ≈ 1; i.e., every-
one gets a negative outcome. At the same time, the percentage of
people infected in the right zone is reduced to almost the value
observed in the isolated case (the latter represented by blue dot-
ted horizontal lines). In other words, allowing only healthy peo-
ple to move to the low-density region both improves the global
situation and at the same time minimizes the impact in the low-
density zone. Most notably, this latter impact changes smoothly with
ptest such that even tests with low precision can yield a significant
benefit.

We finally analyze the influence of a limited self-isolation pol-
icy. People who try to move from the left to the right region are
not tested but are instead requested to self-isolate to avoid further
propagations. This is simulated by choosing a position at random
in the right region, by locating the person in that position after
crossing the border, and by limiting the random movements of the
person in a given radius r. As can be seen in Fig. 6, small values
of r benefit both the full system and the right zone, as the proba-
bility for an infected person to interact with others is substantially
reduced.

IV. MINIMIZING DISEASE SPREADING THROUGH

FORCED RELOCATION

If allowing free movement from the high- to the low-density
region is beneficial to the system, the next logical question is whether
this could be enforced in a proactive way. Specifically, we start
with an initial asymmetric population distribution. Before running
the simulation, a population sample is randomly selected from the
high-density region and tested; those having a negative result are
then moved to the low-density region. The simulation is then run
normally, with pgate = 0 and no self-isolation. Note that this is qual-
itatively different from the previous analyses, as here, the relocation
is forced at the beginning of the spreading process and is thus not a
continuous stochastic process.

Figure 7 (top) reports the optimal percentage of the population
that have to be relocated as a function of the initial asymmetry. Addi-
tionally, the bottom panel reports the reduction in the spreading of
the disease, i.e., the reduction (in percentage) in the final number of
cases. It can be appreciated that a large-scale forced relocation yields
a substantial reduction in the number of cases. In other words, the
best strategy entails moving a large quantity of healthy people to the
(initially) low-density region, with the objective of effectively clus-
tering patients in one region and healthy people in the other one.
Notably, results are little sensitive to the rate of false negatives of the
test (ptest, see the different lines), provided the number of relocated
people is adjusted accordingly.

FIG. 7. Forced relocation of people. Evolution of the optimal percentage of relo-
cated people (top panel) and of the resulting reduction in the disease spread
(bottom panel) as a function of the percentage of people in the left zone and of
the rate of false negatives in the test (ptest ). lz, left zone.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Travel restrictions are customarily used as a nonpharmaceuti-
cal measure to limit the propagation of contagious diseases, espe-
cially with the idea of preventing their attaining disease-free terri-
tories. The effectiveness of such a measure has nevertheless been
challenged through theoretical and numerical arguments, and such
an isolation can further have a huge negative economic impact.

As previously shown,17–20 when the dynamics of the disease
(i.e., its effective reproduction number R) is driven by the den-
sity of people in different regions, with all other conditions being
equal, allowing some degree of mixing is beneficial for the system
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as a whole. We here build on top of these results and focus on a
specific mobility in which people move from high- to low-density
regions—simulating what is really observed in, e.g., Spain during
the COVID-19 pandemic.21,22 Due to the non-linear behavior of R
as a function of the people density, such mobility results in an over-
all lower number of infections. This comes at the cost of a higher
number of infections in the low-density region, which is effectively
importing cases. Still, this drawback can substantially be reduced
with policies such as tests at the border, even if the test has a signifi-
cant rate of false negatives, and by reducing the mobility of relocated
people. Thus, for instance, a sensible policy would be to allow people
living in dense cities to move to a second house in the country-side,
provided they agree to minimize social contacts there. The key to
obtaining a positive effect is the unidirectionality of the mobility;
i.e., people should not be allowed to move to the high-density region
until the pandemic is over—a topic not previously studied.17–20 As
shown in Fig. 7, an even more drastic solution could be designed,
involving the forced relocation of healthy people at the beginning of
the spreading process. While this allows for a drastic reduction in
the number of infections, its real-world applicability is questionable
at best.

As any other simplified model, it is worth noting that the one
here presented has several limitations. First of all, this model is based
on the hypothesis that the only factor influencing the contagion rate
of the disease is the population density. Denser populations imply
a higher probability for two people to cross their path or interact
and hence a faster propagation. Most importantly, other elements
that may affect the propagation are not taken into account, such as
cultural and environmental factors. We also suppose the same virus
strand in all regions; thus, there is no risk of importing different (and
maybe more aggressive) strands.

Second, this model does not take into account the differential
pressure on regional healthcare systems. Healthcare infrastructures
are usually sized according to the population they service. Hence,
moving cases from high to low density areas may result in too high a
pressure for the healthcare system in the latter zones and eventually
in its saturation.29,30

Finally, there are also political and ethical concerns. On one
hand, politicians in a given region may feel that their responsibility is
toward the people living there; they may thus prefer to protect their
voters, as opposed to looking for the global interest. On the other
hand, the mobility strategy here discussed implies incrementing the
number of cases in regions that were not strongly affected by the dis-
ease; these regions have thus to accept a worsening in their situation
in exchange for a global benefit, something, in general, difficult to
digest.

In spite of these limitations, the work here proposed suggests
a new venue for research and a provocative thought about a policy
that is customarily applied, but whose effect could even be globally
negative.
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